
Learn All About the 33 Stitches and
Techniques for Crewelwork
Embroidery has been a cherished art form for centuries. Among the various
techniques, crewelwork stands out for its intricate elegance and distinctive style.
This article will guide you through 33 stitches and techniques to master the art of
crewelwork, enabling you to create beautiful designs and patterns filled with life
and vibrancy.

What is Crewelwork?

Crewelwork is a form of embroidery that uses wool threads on a plain fabric. It
originated in England in the 17th century and gained popularity throughout
Europe during the Jacobean era. The luxurious and decorative motifs created
through crewelwork make it a captivating craft that continues to enchant
embroiderers worldwide.

Stitches for Crewelwork

To embark on the journey of crewelwork, you need to acquaint yourself with a
variety of stitches that bring life and texture to your designs. The following are 33
stitches commonly used in crewelwork:
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1. Chain Stitch

Chain stitch is a basic stitch that forms a chain-like pattern. It is perfect for
creating outlines or filling areas.

[view image]
2. Stem Stitch

Stem stitch creates a line that resembles the stem of a plant. It is often used for
embroidering thin lines, such as flower stems or lettering.

[view image]
Techniques for Crewelwork

Being well-versed in stitches is just the beginning. To achieve a flawless
crewelwork piece, you also need to master some key techniques:

1. Stretching the Fabric

Stretching the fabric on an embroidery hoop ensures an even surface for your
stitches and prevents puckering or distortion.

2. Transferring Designs

To transfer your design onto the fabric, you can use various techniques like
carbon tracing paper or lightboxes. This step helps you maintain accuracy and
trace the outline of your pattern.
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Crewelwork is a captivating embroidery technique that allows you to create
visually stunning designs full of texture and life. By mastering the 33 stitches and
techniques mentioned in this article, you will have the tools to bring your creative
ideas to life. So, grab your needle and threads, and get ready to immerse yourself
in the world of beautiful crewelwork!
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The author of The Stitch Bible guides novices through this centuries-old craft of
free embroidering.

Learn the basic stitches and essential techniques to create beautiful crewelwork
embroidery with this comprehensive guide. Every stitch has clear step-by-step
instructions and is accompanied by colored diagrams, making it easy to create
impressive embroidered designs. This short book also includes instructions for
two projects—a quirky sleeping mask and a festive bolster cushion.

Praise for Kate Haxell’s The Stitch Bible
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“A comprehensive guide. It’s such a modern and up to date book yet it
wonderfully covers many types of traditional stitch from Blackwork, Hardanger,
Crewel, and Goldwork all the way to the anything goes of Freestyle Embroidery.
Great for folks wondering where to start, this book has projects. Beautifully
presented and easy to follow, The Stitch Bible would make a top notch gift to self
or others.” —Peaceofpi Studio
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